**INTRODUCTION**

The procurement of inpatients’ medical record document is an inseparable component of a hospital’s health care service. The implementation of health care service could be measured by solving medical or nonmedical problems.\(^1\) Supplying a medical record document is one of nonmedical health services. Quality improvement is an utmost priority in every hospital. According to RI Law number 44, it states that hospitals ought to increase a high-quality and affordable service for the people so that the health welfare in Indonesia can be achieved as high as possible. A high-quality health service must be able to provide clear information regarding what, who, when, where, and how the health service will be and/or is carried out.\(^2\) The implementation of medical record of a health care institution is one of many important indicators regarding a hospital’s service quality. The rate of inpatients’ medical record document procurement is one of the things that indicates a good hospital service quality.\(^3\) According to Sabarguna in Firzah (2015), a rapid and accurate service is the wish of everyone, be it the service provider or the service recipient.\(^4\) A lengthy procurement of medical record documents will hinder patient transfer to the inpatient room.

One of the quality indicators is the fulfillment of Minimum Service Standard (SPM) of a hospital. SPM established several quality indicators, among which is the...
inpatients’ medical record document procurement time. Inpatients’ medical record document procurement time is the time a patient is admitted to be hospitalized by the doctor until the inpatient medical record is available in the patient ward. The inpatient medical record document procurement time that is not in accordance with the standard becomes one of the emerging issues in X Hospital. Hospital SPM states that the standard time to procure inpatient’s medical record document is ≤ 15 minute. The time needed by X Hospital is still 22.89 minutes. This substandard record is present at the first semester quality committee report of X Hospital in 2017. Based on all that, it is necessary to know the cause of the substandard inpatient’s medical record document procurement time so that the formulation of the solution can be done. The study is aimed at identifying, determining the root of the problems, and trying to devise solutions to the problems.

**METHOD RESEARCH**

This study employs a qualitative approach. This study is performed at X Hospital for a period of two months which is September to October 2017 employing document analysis, in-depth interview, and ethnographic observation. The methods employed aimed to determine the root of the problem regarding substandard time needed to procure inpatient’s medical record documents comprises of three steps. Firstly, is to perform focus group discussion by the board of directors, the head of division, and the head of unit X Hospital on 6 September 2017; The second step is a time motion study at the place of inpatient registration on Thursday, 28 September 2017; and the last is to perform urgency, seriousness, and growth (USG) in medical record unit from 2-4 October 2017. Solution alternative priority is selected via McNamara and Barber Johnson Graph Analysis.

**RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

The determination of the root of the problem during the time of substandard inpatient’s medical record document procurement comprises of three steps. Firstly, is to perform focus group discussion by the board of directors, the head of division, and the head of unit X Hospital; The second step is a time motion study at the place of inpatient registration (TPPRI); and the last is to perform urgency, seriousness, and growth (USG) in medical record unit.

**Time Motion Study**

Time motion study is a work load measuring technique. Time and motion study is a systematic study method of a work system that aims to improve the system and method, to standardize the system and guideline, determine time standard and train workforce.¹

Time motion study is performed directly at TPPRI. The measurement is done via a direct observation on all task performed by officers at TPPRI and timekeeping of the time needed by an officer in completing his duty.

Patient admission location in X Hospital is divided into three parts, namely TPPRI, outpatient TPP (TPPRJ) general patient and TPPRJ for JKN-KIS participant. In the patient admittance spot there are two label printing machines, one at the TPPRI and the other one is at the TPPRJ for JKN-KIS participant. Two identity bracelet printing machines are located in TPPRI, one is for blue bracelet and the other one is for the red bracelet.

The patients/their family register inpatient at TPPRI by bringing request of inpatient letter from outpatient unit doctor/emergency unit (UGD) of X Hospital. The registration officer informs regarding facilities and daily nursing room tariff as well as the vacant nursing rooms. The registration officer inquires about the availability of selected nursery room. If the selected treatment room is not available or is not suitable with the wish of the patients/their family, then the officer offers another nursery room. The registration officer makes an agreement about the nursery room with the patients/their family. The officer confirms the room to the selected treatment room.

The officer gives a brief explanation about the general agreement and inpatient agreement to the patients/their family, then both agreements is signed by both parties, which are the patients and the registration officer. The officer hands a waiting card to the patients/their family. The patients/their family is then welcomed to return to the outpatient unit/emergency unit (UGD).

The officer prepares a bundle of new medical record document and prints identity label as well as patients’ identity bracelet. The contents of the document bundle are: patient’s education and integrated family form, patient transfer in the hospital, initial inpatient medical assessment, inpatient medical resume, integrated patient progress record, nursery data assessment, nursery actions, nursery resume, plans and instructions for patient’s return, initial pharmacy/medication reconciliation assessment, recipe assessment, nutrition screening, nutrition assessment,
nutrition problems list, nutrition resume, medication administration list, vital signs graph, infusion and medical equipments record, laboratory check result, radiology check result, recipe copy, in-out summary, nosocomial infection.

60 identity labels are printed. Identity labels are then taped on patient’s medical record document. The officer then completes the waiter’s identity label and patient’s identity bracelet. After all document are collected, they are put into maps according to color of each inpatient unit. Yellow is for Dahlia unit; blue is for Cempaka and Asoka unit; red is for Anyeril, Mawar, and Camelia unit; green is for Melati and UPKS; black is for UCU room.

The registration officer informs to the outpatient/emergency (UGD) unit as the initial patients’ checkpoint that the patients’ medical record document is ready. Outpatient/emergency (UGD) unit officer collects patients’ medical record document in the registry. On the evening and night shift, the collection of patients’ medical record document is done by the RM officer which they will have it delivered to the outpatient/emergency (UGD) unit.

During the time motion study measurement, several elements become a hindrance in the procurement of inpatients’ medical record document, which are: frequency of TPPRI officers picking up both internal and external phonecalls as a media for visitors’ inquiries. Visitors usually asks about doctor’s schedules, inpatients’ room location, patients’ flow, and so on. Several of the things above often happen repeatedly when officers are currently processing inpatients’ document. This condition will take even longer if done during poly specialist practice hours. Registration for JKN inpatients can take longer due to the higher number of documenting processes.

According to hospital minimum service standard, inpatients’ medical record document procurement time is the time a patient is admitted to be hospitalized by the doctor until the inpatient medical record is available in the patient ward. The average time for registration of patients in TPPRI is > 15 minutes. This average measurement has not put the time needed for doctors admitting for an inpatient and the time needed to transfer patients to inpatients room.

The result of FGD and time motion study are analyzed using fishbone diagram and 5 why-s. The fundamental understanding of fishbone diagram is that the basic problems are placed on the right side of the diagram or on the “head” of the fish skeleton. The impact of these problems are drawn on each fins and fish thorn/bone. Fishbone diagram and 5 why-s analysis result state that the root of the problems is :TPPRI officer overloads, there is no operational procedure standard (SPO) regarding the placement of identity labels, complicated medical record forms, the lack of understanding and counseling regarding the explanation of SPO and general consent, the needs to reorganizing inpatients registration SPO as well as land and human resource limitations.

Fishbone Diagram Analysis
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Figure 1. Fishbone Diagram
There are several root problems that cause the procurement of inpatient medical record documents being substandard. The priority of determining root problems is focused by performing USG on medical record unit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>ROOT PROBLEMS</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Work overload, inpatient TPP officers doubling up work as front office receptionist and phone operator.</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Absence of SPO regarding identity label placing, there is only SPO regarding identity label printing.</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Complicated medical record forms.</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Lack of understanding and counseling regarding explanation and general consent SPO</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The need to reorganize inpatient registration SPO</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>158</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result of root problem USG labeled “work overload” has a total score of 179. TPPRI officer overload shows that apart from being inpatient registration officer, they are also front office receptionist and phone operator.

A company which needs a special attention regarding Human Resource work overload is Hospital. One of the vital organizational aspects of the hospital is human resource. Human Resource in hospital accounts for diverse staff, one of whom is medical record staff. TPPRI staff is included in medical record staff. Indonesian Republic Law no 36 in the year 2004 state that medical record staff is part of medical technician personnel. The duty of medical record staff is to process the patient’s data into patient’s health information, which is to manage the patient’s data into useful information for the sake of decision making.

In today’s competitive era, an organization or a company constantly keeps finding ways to enhance the capacity of its human resources. This will lead to a new challenge in which how an organization can retain its human resources’ skills. Skill of human resources is strongly demanded to be good. However, it is a fact that there are some phenomenon encountered by an organization which is stress-related problems faced by human resources. Work stress may appear due to excessive work load. This could bring some serious impacts to them and the hospital. This will result in work abandon by the staff. Due to negative effects caused by excessive work load, it needs work load calculation that a company/ an organization should conduct in evaluating its effectiveness, efficiency and human resources’ work achievement. Regulation of Ministry of Home Affairs Number 12 of 2008 regarding the guidelines for workload analysis within the Ministry of Home affairs stated that “The analysis of workload is a management technique performed systematically to gain the information regarding its effectiveness and efficiency of organizational work based on its work volume so as to gain the information regarding the number of employees, its working effectiveness and efficiency as well as unit in an organization”. Hart in Murni (2012) claimed that workload appears from the interaction among work demands, work environment as work place, skills, attitudes and perception of the workers. Every work is a burden for its doer in the form of physical or mental activity. High workload, which is not suited with staff competence, will result in fatigue. Overworkload and lack of awareness from the organization could burden them. They will also haste their service because of the overworkload. This becomes a factor which makes them hasty.

The root problem in terms of document procurement of less standardized medical record is workload of TPPRI staff. This over workload results in work stress. This root problem needs to get its solution and one of the ways is to add the number of staff / human resource and / the equal distribution of work to related units. Some related units are emergency department, outpatient clinic and inpatient clinic.
Table 2. Summary of Alternative Solution of McNamara

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Alternative Solution</th>
<th>Effectiveness</th>
<th>Efficiency (Cost)</th>
<th>Assessibility</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Adding the room for front office and telephone operator</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Distribution of daily to related units</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Barber Johnson Graph
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**NOTE:**
- **BOR = 56%**
- **BTO = 72 TIMES**

Figure 2. Graph of Barber Johnson

Priority of alternative solution is chosen through McNamara summary and graph analysis of Barber Johnson. Finding from tapisan McNamara indicates that daily workload distribution to related units is the solution. Barber Johnson graph is used to analyze workload in inpatient unit by analyzing 4 indicators of its efficiency level of X Hospital in the year 2016. BOR value indicates a rough workload performed by hospital medical staff. The higher value of BOR means the higher use of hospital beds to treat the patients. Sudra in Peni (2014) claimed that the more patients served mean busier and heavier workload medical staff has in inpatient units. In 2016 BOR accounted for 56%, still under the level of efficiency of administering hospital, which means work load in inpatient unit is not too high. Distribution of workload to increase the quality regarding inpatient medical record procurement is possibly done in inpatient unit.

The solution of that root problem is by distributing daily workload of TPPRI staff to the related units, such as emergency unit, inpatient and outpatient units. Distribution of daily workload is as follows: The writing of the document and identity label placing available in TPPRI comprises only patient identity form, general consent and patient educational background and his integrated family. The other form is done in inpatient unit. A set of medical record documents for hospitalized patients have been well prepared in delivery unit, which is outpatient and emergency unit. It contains pages of: transfer of patients in
hospital, inpatient initial medical assessment, inpatient medical resume, integrated patient medical progress note, assessment of nursing data, nursing plans, nursing resume, plan and guidance regarding patient hospital discharge, early pharmaceutical assessment/medical reconciliation, medical prescription analysis, nutritional screening, nutritional assessment, nutritional problem list, nutritional resume, drug administration list, vital sign graph, infusion administration, and medical device note, laboratory examination finding, radiological examination result, copies of prescription, summary of hospital admission and discharge, nosocomial infection. The addition of equipment to print identity label in inpatient and emergency units.

To allow the distribution of daily work load run well, it needs Redesign of inpatient registration, redesign of SPO, the additional number of helpers in medical record installation to distribute medical record documents to the related units.

**Flow of Inpatients**
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*Source: Primary data and secondary data X Hospital*

**CONCLUSION**

Overworkload of TPPRI staff can result in unmet / unstandardized inpatient medical record procurement. Their Overwork load comprise several responsibilities such as being TPPRI staff as well as being a front officer and telephone operator. The most probable applied solution is by distributing part of the staff workload to inpatient unit, emergency unit and outpatient unit.

If there is more land availability and human resource, separation of responsibility should exist between front officer and telephone operator. The collection of documents of inpatient medical record should have been started from the printing unit with specific designs that enable the staff to make it.
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